
FUN EXPOSITORY WRITING ACTIVITIES MIDDLE SCHOOL

A fun expository writing activity with a focus on using good word choice. .. Middle ability students use cut out an
sequence the procedure a. . students become better writers throughout those cold, wintery months of school!.

Share and discuss. Fix It Editing is an important part of any writing toolbox. One way to assess the writing is
by using a rubric. For organizational purposes, you can number the cards by topic on the back. When time is
up, students pass their writing to the person on the left, and that person writes the first supporting paragraph
for the essay based on what was written in the introductory paragraph. How to Make a Grilled Cheese
Sandwich 5. Each team is given a topic that matches one of the outlines in the pile. Provide students with a
strategy for making choices with this activity on comparing two options. Students can work with a partner to
help develop ideas on the graphic organizer. These expository writing mini lessons will aid you in preparing
your students to write informative letters and reports, how-to essays and manuals and compare-contrast
compositions for decision-making. Then the work passes to the left again and the essays are built by each
person adding the next paragraph. At a signal, the students rush to the pile and try to find all the pieces that
match their topic. When you have a good selection of ideas in each box, ask students to evaluate which box
has the strongest reasons. Create a worksheet that lists several topics in one column of the paper and thesis
statements in another. Tell students they will play 'Expository Rush' with expository writing samples. Each
student has a specific job: reader, recorder, and time keeper. After everyone has had a little fun with the
activity, provide students with the opportunity to revise their essays to make them clearer. Cut apart the five
pieces of the outline so that you have five strips of paper for each outline. Show students where the signs are
for each type of expository writing. There should be one well-written, strong thesis statement and two
distractor thesis statements for each topic. Register to view this lesson Are you a student or a teacher? How to
Make Your Bed 4. The steps for making a sandwich or a banana split are always fun topics, especially in the
next stage, which may be quite messy,. Then, students need to write a draft. First, review with students the
function of adjectives and adverbs. Instructions Begin by showing your students our Study. It is student tested
and teacher approved! Draw pictures to aid visual learners. Engaging Individual Activities Some students need
extra help with certain concepts. Finding errors and seeing errors they have missed will help them to better
identify their errors when they edit their own work. Here is how a typical "how to" scenario activity works: 1.
Some of the most memorable lessons have come from writing lessons in my middle grades classrooms
throughout the years. Through large group classroom discussion, students can discuss the topics,
organizational structures and graphic organizer. Students take one sample and try to find all the errors in the
sample.


